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ABSTRACT. THE AIM OF THIS PAPER IS TO ANALYZE THE ISSUE OF EMIGRATION FROM IRELAND
TO AMERICA AND THE DEPICTION OF THE IRISH DIASPORA OF THE 20 TH CENTURY. THE MEDIA
TEXTΝTHATΝOFFERSΝUSΝTHEΝGROUNDSΝFORΝDISCUSSINGΝTHESEΝTHEMESΝISΝJIMΝSHERIDAN’SΝSEMIAUTOBIOGRAPHICAL MOVIE CALLED IN AMERICA, WHICH EMERGED IN 2002. MOREOVER, WE
ALSO ADDRESS THE PARAMOUNT THEMES OF CINEMATIC REFLEXIVITY AND, BY USING JEAN
BAUDRILLARD’SΝ THEORYΝ OFΝ THEΝ SIMULACRA,Ν WEΝ ATTEMPTΝ TOΝ PROVEΝ THEΝ POSSIBILITYΝ OFΝ
USINGΝ FILMΝ ASΝ AΝ MEANSΝ OFΝ PROMOTINGΝ IDEOLOGY.Ν FURTHERMORE,Ν JIMΝ SHERIDAN’SΝ MOTIONΝ
PICTURE MAY BE REGARDED AS A VISUAL MODE OF DE-MYTHOLOGIZING BOTH THE AMERICAN
DREAM AND THE IDEAΝ OFΝ CINEMA’SΝ AESTHETICΝ AUTONOMY.Ν THEREΝ ISΝ AΝ STRONGΝ POLITICALΝ
SIDE APPERTAINING TO THE MOVIE IN QUESTION WHICH RUNS IN PARALLEL WITH THE FAMILY
DRAMA DEPICTED. THE LATTER IS THUS OFFERED IN TURN A HEIDEGGERIAN READING IN THE
PAPER BELOW. THE PHILOSOPHICAL COUPLES OF IDENTITY AND ALTERITY AND OF REALITY
AND SIMULATION REVERBERATE AT MULTIPLE LEVELS IN THIS MOVIE AND THIS IS ONE OF THE
REASONS FOR WHICH WE CONSIDER THAT IT IS WORTHWHILE TRYING TO PROVE THE FACT
ALTERITY, REALITY AND POLITICS ARE ULTIMATELY CONNECTED.
KEY WORDS: CINEMA, EMIGRATION, SIMULACRA, ALTERITY, POLITICS, IDEOLOGY, IDENTITY.

JimΝSСeridan’sΝsemi-autobiographical movie called In America is a media text which can
provide considerable insight into the matters of Irish emigration, Irish diaspora and its chances of
integrating into the American society of the 1980s. Besides the deeply personal note appertaining
to the film, the viewer cannot help remarking its very serious political side which runs in parallel
with the depiction of the family drama, as well as the fact that the motion picture is constantly
underscored by a multitude of philosophical and theoretical ideas that can only be deciphered at
a close look.
Lawrence J. McCaffrey offers most useful information as far as the status of the Irish in
the United States in the 1980s is concerned in his book called Textures of Irish America:
“BeРinninРΝ inΝ tСeΝ 1980s,Ν aΝ newΝ typeΝ ofΝ IrisСΝ immiРrantΝ arrivedΝ inΝ tСeΝ UnitedΝ States.Ν ManyΝ
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thousands, escaping a collapsing Irish economy, illegally entered the country. Quite a few of
these newcomers are university educated and could make a significant contribution to the
American economy. But because visibility would lead to deportation, they have to take unskilled
jobs as waiters and waitresses, housekeepers, baby-sitters, and handymen repairing homes and
maintaininРΝyards.”[1]ΝOneΝcanΝeasilyΝrealizeΝtСat this is precisely the case of the Sullivan family
depicted in the film – the father, Johnny, is an actor who auditions at many theatres, but does not
manage to get a part, whereas his wife, Sarah, is a teacher who starts working in an ice cream
parlour in order to keep the finances of the family going.
There is a distinct sense of irony that permeates the movie from the very beginning – the
first scene shows a huge American flag being waved while we can hear Christie, the elder
daughter of the family, talking about magic in connection to her deceased brother, Frankie.
Apparently, he told her that she has three wishes to use. The association between the American
flag and magic is a clear reference to the manner in which the United States was regarded by the
Irish population throughout history, starting with the period of the Great Famine. That is, as a
magical container. This idea will soon be deconstructed in the movie, when the family is
confronted with all sorts of obstacles in their pursuit of the American Dream.
TСeΝsameΝappliesΝtoΝtСeΝscenesΝafterΝtСeΝfamily’sΝentranceΝinΝtСeΝcountry,ΝdurinРΝwСicСΝ
tСeΝ cityscapeΝ ofΝ NewΝ YorkΝ isΝ accompaniedΝ byΝ aΝ tuneΝ wСoseΝ refrainΝ isΝ “DoΝ youΝ believeΝ inΝ
maРic?”.ΝTСrouРСoutΝtСeΝsceneΝoneΝcanΝseeΝtСeΝfacesΝofΝtСeΝdauРСtersΝof the family bathed in the
liРСtΝ ofΝ advertisementsΝ andΝ captionsΝ wСicСΝ readΝ “yesΝ youΝ can”.Ν TСisΝ flasСyΝ sceneΝ isΝ cutΝ quiteΝ
abruptlyΝandΝweΝРetΝtoΝseeΝnowΝaΝframeΝofΝaΝРreyΝСouseΝtСatΝautomaticallyΝsendsΝoneΝtoΝDickens’Ν
Bleak House. We soon find out that the placeΝ isΝ calledΝ “tСeΝ junkies’Ν buildinР”Ν andΝ tСatΝ itΝ
encompasses the outsiders of the New York society: immigrants, transvestites, Negroes, etc. The
junkies’ΝbuildinРΝturnsΝoutΝtoΝbeΝaΝveryΝeclecticΝandΝnoisyΝplace,ΝaΝrealΝBabelΝTower,ΝonΝwСoseΝ
staircase can be he heard numerous foreign languages and a dangerous place because of the drug
addicts that are said to live there.
PaulaΝ MurpСyΝ approacСes,Ν inΝ СerΝ LacanianΝ readinРΝ ofΝ tСeΝ movie,Ν entitledΝ “TСeΝ IrisСΝ
PСoneΝ Home:Ν ReflectionsΝ ofΝ IrelandΝ inΝ JimΝ SСeridan’sΝ In America” a very subtle scene in the
movie:Ν“OnΝtСeirΝwayΝtoΝviewΝwСatΝisΝtoΝbecomeΝtСeirΝnewΝСome,ΝaΝmanΝloiterinРΝoutsideΝasksΝ
them nervously if they are the police, because of the camcorder that Christy is holding. When
Johnny reassures him that they are not the police – they are Irish, as if the two were mutually
exclusive,Ν tСeΝ manΝ replies,Ν “butΝ allΝ IrisСΝ areΝ police”.Ν JoСnny’sΝ firstΝ conversationΝ witСΝ anΝ
American, aside from the border police, immediately evinces the gap between the perception of
Irish-AmericansΝinΝ IrelandΝandΝinΝtСeΝUSA.” [2]ΝAsΝMurpСyΝriРСtlyΝconcludesΝlater,Ν“tСeΝsceneΝ
initiates the de-idealisation of both American and Irish identity that the film will effect by
showing that stereotypes are ridden with contradictions in both cases”.[3] This is truly the case
witСΝ SСeridan’sΝ movie,Ν wСicСΝ mayΝ beΝ seenΝ asΝ aΝ struРРleΝ toΝ demytСoloРizeΝ botСΝ tСeΝ AmericanΝ
Dream and the deeply rooted image of Irish-Americans.
Furthermore, we will concentrate upon the use of the imagery of the alien in order to see
to what extent it refers to the status of the immigrant in America. When the family arrives in
Manhattan, Christie describes the passing through the tunnel that links the highway and
Manhattan as the encounter with another planet. Could this be a premonition of the entire
American experience? Another symptomatic aspect in the movie is that the family goes to the
cinema in order to watch the newly released E.T. which will remain a point of reference
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throughout the movie. And by far the most poignant scene is the one in which Ariel talks to
Mateo, the Nigerian emigrant who has brought joy and peace to the family and who is dying
from AIDS. Their lines read as it follows:
Mateo:ΝI’mΝanΝalien,ΝlikeΝE.T.,ΝfromΝaΝdifferentΝplanet.ΝMyΝskinΝisΝtooΝsensitiveΝfor this Earth. The
air is too hard for me.
Ariel: Are you going home like E.T.?
Mateo: I suppose I am going home.
If one looks beyond the immediate, clear reference to the Steven Spielberg movie, one
cannot fail to sense the deeply political message of these lines, in which the immigrant represents
the ultimate form of alterity of the American society. The poignancy of the statement is further
intensified by the use of the idea that the immigrant cannot find his place in this world, therefore
only in death (insteadΝofΝwСicСΝisΝeupСemisticΝ‘Сome’ΝisΝused)ΝmayΝСeΝfindΝsolace.Ν
ErikaΝ NoelleΝ Mann’sΝ analysisΝ ofΝ JimΝ SСeridan’sΝ movieΝ inΝ СerΝ tСesisΝ namedΝ “Cinema’sΝ
GreenΝisΝGold:ΝTСeΝCommodificationΝofΝIrisСnessΝinΝFilm”ΝisΝveryΝeffectiveΝinΝtСeΝsenseΝinΝwСicСΝ
it draws attention to the metacinematic dimension of the film. In order to do this, the author of
tСeΝstudyΝrefersΝtoΝCСristie’sΝvideoΝcamera,ΝbyΝexposinРΝitsΝpoliticalΝroleΝinΝtСeΝmovie: “PartΝofΝInΝ
America’sΝ narrativeΝ isΝ deliveredΝ witСΝ Сome-movie-ish footage. These moments in the film
interrupt both the smooth movements of the camera and the seamless editing that lulls the viewer
into the belief of the reality of the film, and, in particular, the possibility of personal
identificationΝwitСΝtСatΝreality.”Ν[4]ΝTherefore, Christie emerges as a director who gives her own
reading of the reality surrounding her. The fact that she films only certain things, that she can
fast-forward whenever she wants, that she can select parts of the reality that fit her intentions
best, acts as a reminder that cinema is not mimesis, but simulation. Not at all coincidentally, in
Mann’sΝ words,Ν “InΝ America,Ν ratСerΝ tСanΝ makinРΝ claimsΝ ofΝ itsΝ autСenticity,Ν purposelyΝ callsΝ
attention to its nature as a simulation (biased through point of view and revisionary through recreation),ΝmakinРΝitΝunableΝtoΝbeΝcompletelyΝautСentic.”[5] TСeΝfactΝtСatΝSСeridan’sΝmovieΝmayΝ
beΝ reРardedΝ asΝ emancipatoryΝ isΝ veryΝ wellΝ arРuedΝ inΝ Mann’sΝ conclusionΝ onΝ tСeΝ movie:Ν “In
America does not allow the viewer to be ignorant of the idea of film as commodity or as vehicle
for ideology; rather, it convicts the viewer to assume responsibility as part of the re-creation its
viewing generates.” [6]
However, the idea regarding the continuous process of mimicking things so that they
seem real not only to the viewer, but to the characters themselves, is caught in a single syntagm ‘make-believe’.Ν TСisΝ ideaΝ doesΝ notΝ applyΝ onlyΝ toΝ cinema,Ν butΝ alsoΝ toΝ realΝ life,Ν SСeridan’sΝ filmΝ
seemsΝtoΝsuРРest.ΝInΝPaulaΝMurpСy’sΝwords, “it is Sarah who articulates the crux of the issue and
shows that there is not a division between acting and real life or fiction and fact in the way that
Johnny imagines. On the contrary, as Lacan maintains, lived experience is by definition equally
if not more constructedΝtСanΝdiscoursesΝwСicСΝareΝconsciouslyΝcreated.ΝNearΝtСeΝendΝofΝSaraС’sΝ
preРnancy,Ν tСeΝ babyΝ stopsΝ movinРΝ andΝ JoСnnyΝ tellsΝ СerΝ “it’sΝ Рone.Ν WeΝ can’tΝ makeΝ believeΝ
anymore”.ΝSaraСΝrespondsΝbyΝsayinР,Ν‘sometimesΝIΝtСinkΝourΝentireΝlivesΝareΝmakeΝbelieve.ΝThis
isΝmakeΝbelieve.”Ν[7]
InΝsucСΝ aΝcontextΝ oneΝ mayΝ remarkΝaΝstronРΝinfluenceΝofΝJeanΝ Baudrillard’sΝperspectiveΝ
upon the precedence of the simulacra over reality. In the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
we read that according to the French theoretician,Ν“in the media and consumer society, people
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are caught up in the play of images, spectacles, and simulacra, that have less and less relationship
toΝ anΝ outside,Ν toΝ anΝ externalΝ “reality,”Ν toΝ sucСΝ anΝ extentΝ tСatΝ tСeΝ veryΝ conceptsΝ ofΝ tСeΝ social,Ν
political, orΝ evenΝ “reality”Ν noΝ lonРerΝ seemΝ toΝ СaveΝ anyΝ meaninР.”Ν [8] It comes across as no
surprise, in this case, that Johnny is an actor and that the film also addresses serious questions
sucСΝasΝtoΝwСicСΝextentΝcanΝoneΝsimulateΝanytСinР.Ν“At the height of the argument, she [Sarah]
asserts that the reason he cannot get an acting job is that he refuses to allow himself to feel
anytСinР.ΝJoСnnyΝretortsΝbyΝsСoutinР,Ν“TСisΝisΝreal!ΝIt’sΝnotΝaΝfuckinРΝplay!”Ν[9]ΝTСeΝreplyΝisΝevenΝ
more ironical, taking into consideration that it is uttered in a film whose so-called reality is
constantly undermined by the director. Where can one find authenticity seems to be the question
addressed by the movie. The main theme of the movie and the reason the movie was made in the
firstΝ place,Ν accordinРΝ toΝ SСeridan’sΝ statement,Ν isΝ Frankie’sΝ deatС.Ν TСinРsΝ becomeΝ evenΝ moreΝ
complicated when the viewer, who had just been through a cathartic process at the end of the
film, cannot help remarking that the film is dedicated to Frankie Sheridan, who, after a short
research, turns out to be not the lost son of the director, but the lost brother. Another short circuit
takesΝplaceΝandΝtСisΝtimeΝbotСΝinΝtСeΝ‘real’ΝandΝinΝtСeΝcinematicΝworld:ΝtСeΝoneΝamonРΝpersonas.Ν
This is another intenselyΝdebatedΝtСemeΝinΝtСeΝmovie:Ν“JoСnny’sΝdifferentiationΝbetweenΝ
real life and acting is questioned by Ariel later in the film. Upset when she wakes up during the
night and remembers that her mother is in hospital, she begins to cry hysterically. Johnny is
unableΝtoΝcomfortΝСer,ΝandΝsСeΝsСoutsΝatΝСim,Ν“IΝwantΝmyΝrealΝDa!”ΝTСeΝcomparisonΝtСatΝJoСnnyΝ
made is revealed to be inaccurate: for his daughter, the dividing line between fictional and actual
does not lie between acting and real life, but between JoСnny’sΝ personalityΝ beforeΝ andΝ afterΝ
Frankie’sΝdeatС.”Ν[10]ΝAΝquestionΝemerРes:ΝwСereΝcanΝoneΝfindΝautСenticity?ΝAndΝtСeΝfilmΝРivesΝ
its own silent response, in the most Heideggerian manner possible: in Being-towards-death. After
Mateo’sΝalmostΝsacrificialΝdeatСΝandΝafterΝJoСnny’sΝfinalΝacceptanceΝofΝFrankie’sΝdeatС,ΝweΝassistΝ
atΝJoСnny’sΝtransformationΝintoΝanΝautСenticΝDasein,ΝnoΝlonРerΝleadinРΝaΝsolipsisticΝexistence,ΝbutΝ
being open towards the world. The brave New World, that is.
CONCLUSIONS. Jim Sheridan’sΝIn America focuses upon the effects that a lack of real
connection with alterity may have. In such a case, identity becomes a trace of the past, a mere
spectre. Authenticity cannot be recuperated, in Heideggerian terms, except in a genuine
understanding of what Being-in-the-WorldΝsupposesΝandΝinΝanΝacceptanceΝofΝtСeΝfactΝtСatΝone’sΝ
essence lies in its Being-towards-death. That politics and philosophy are ultimately connected is
the main message sent across by the movie discussed.
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